Kuber Dutt Sharma <kdharma@mtu.edu>

Hi Robert,

Prof.,

Name: Kuber Dutt Sharma
Username: kdharma
Topic Title: Mobile HCI

I intend to write research and write about the evolution of HCI practices related to handheld devices. The paper would cover topics like touchscreen, audio video enhancements, screen resolution and usage, image quality.

I would also like to discuss with the breadth of topics that I can include in this paper.

Application Preference List:

Robert Pastel

to me

Hi Kuber,

All three topics are good for the course. I am familiar with all three and know that there is literature on the topics. Please choose the topic that is most interesting to me an email me your selection.

Sincerely,
Robert

Robert Pastel

to me

Hi Kuber,

Mobile HCI is a little broad, but from your description it sounds like you want to focus on Mobile HCI Evolution. That is a good topic.

I'll email you soon the project you will be working on.

Sincerely,
Robert